When you have to be right

Find Content
in Context
Faster

Cheetah™
A new intuitive legal research platform

Evolved for natural speed and ease, Cheetah™ accelerates your legal research.
Find on-point cases and analysis in context within seconds. Identify legislative and
regulatory changes with a few clicks.
Cheetah is the new, intuitive legal research platform, powered by Wolters Kluwer’s
world-class content. Seamless delivery across desktop and mobile devices further
fast tracks research.
Faster, More Accurate Research

Agile Functionality

Our new search structure and enriched
content organizes legal information
topically, putting content in context so
you can quickly understand and advise
on today’s most complex matters.

Advanced browsing, searching, and
collaborating capabilities streamline
your research workflow so you can
pinpoint what you’re looking for in
just a few clicks.

A Sleek Responsive User Design

Intelligent Insights and Expertise

The clean, modern interface can be
personalized and works seamlessly
across desktop and mobile devices
so you have complete access whenever
and however you need it.

The trusted combination of legal
information with Wolters Kluwer’s
in-depth expertise and analysis
curated to ensure you have exactly
what you need in one location.
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Practice Area Dashboard
HISTORY—Access documents you viewed
and searches you ran for the past two years.
SEARCH—Across all content using natural
language, Boolean connectors, and operators.
Refine Search Scope allows you to add
additional pre-search filters to refine your
results by combining Filters and Search Within.

WORKLIST —Saved links to documents.
SAVED ITEMS—Access saved searches,
notes, highlights, and favorites.

PRACTICE TOOLS—Timesaving
links to Smart Charts, Multistate Surveys, SmartTasks,
Quick Charts, Navigators,
Calculators, and more.

Customize your CONTENT section for one-click
access to your most frequently viewed items,
for example: Acts and Statutes, Rules and
Regulations, Treatises and Explanations, Agency
Materials, Cases, News and Blogs, and more.

NEWS HEADLINES—
Articles from most
recent Wolters Kluwer
Daily Reporting Suite.
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Viewing Documents
Add to Favorites and Worklists,
and Print, Email, or Download.

DOCUMENT PANEL—Click any Icon to collapse/
re-open the panel.
CONTENTS—Browse the
database/publication
using expandable/
collapsible menu topics.
INFORMATION—Source,
Citation, Version,
Jurisdiction, Update
Frequency, and more.

DOCUMENT HISTORY—
Amendment history for
Acts and Statutes, Rules,
and Regulations as well
as Citator tracking of Tax
Cases and Rulings with
indication of whether
a case or ruling is still
current.

Open document
in a new window.

Access items related
to current document.

“Cheetah is faster,
more flexible to search,
cleaner and more
responsive in design,
and more intuitive to
use and navigate”
– Robert Ambrogi,
ABA Journal
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Cheetah provides access to in-depth knowledge and expertise from WK attorney
specialists and experts including deep, rich, analytical content and explanations;
curated primary source (laws, regulations, and cases) with history lines and notes;
a variety of CCH and Aspen Publishers titles; and practical tools, news, webinars,
white papers, and blogs.
Current Practice Areas Include:
Antitrust & Competition Law
• Antitrust & Competition Law
• Consumer Protection &
Advertising Law
• Franchising Law

Human Resources

Banking & Consumer Finance Law

Intellectual Property Law
• Copyright
• Patent
• Technology and Internet
• Trademark and Advertising

Bankruptcy Law

Labor & Employment Law

Blue Chip

Life Sciences

Cybersecurity & Privacy Law

Litigation Law
• Evidence & Discovery
• Practice Specific Guides
• Primary Source Content
• Practice Tools

Elder & Estates Law
Employee Benefits
Energy and Environment
Family Law
Government Contracts
Health Law
Health Reform

“…Cheetah also offers
flexible alternative
approaches to research.
Cheetah offers a high
level personalization
as well as a variety of
options for search,
navigation, and display.”
http://deweybstrategic.blogspot.com/

Payroll & Entitlements
Pension
Practice of Law
Products Liability & Insurance Law
Property & Construction Law
Securities & Corporate Law
• Corporation Law & Governance
• Federal & International
• State
Tax Law
• Federal Tax
• State and Local Tax
• International Tax
• Estates, Gifts & Trusts Tax
Telecommunications
Transportation Law
Call us at 1-800-955-5217
or WoltersKluwerLR.com/Cheetah
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